Faculty Engagement Plan

Select
Faculty for Heart Rhythm will be selected beginning in September. Each year, the Scientific Sessions boasts nearly 800 faculty participants, with more than one-third representing the international community.

Connect
Collaboration between session chairs and speakers provides both an opportunity to delve deeply into the subject matter and explore all angles.

1. Faculty
   - Receive invitation
   - Complete disclosures
   - Register
   - Select housing
   - Visit faculty resources
   - Plan content

2. Chairs
   - Review faculty presentations and provide feedback

3. Speakers
   - Share presentation with chair for input
   - Finish and upload presentations

4. Complete session responsibilities

Perfect
Preparation is the key to success.

Reflect
The Heart Rhythm Society strives to make each Scientific Sessions even better than the last. Hearing thoughtful feedback from participants is invaluable to the Program Committee’s planning process.

Visit www.hrssessions.org/Faculty-Resources for more information.